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Timeslips Advanced Search. Torque News Dodge reporter Patrick Rall reports. The odds are
good that if you pay much attention to the American automotive industry, you have heard all of
the talk about the growing popularity of sport utility vehicles leading to the demise of cars in
general, but the Dodge Charger continues to buck those trends. In fact, if you look at the sales
figures of all three American automakers, there are a few cars that have shown positive growth
through , but when it comes to larger cars, only the Dodge Charger is having a good year.
Dodge Charger Sales in June June was the final month where FCA will report monthly sales, as
starting in July, they are switching to the same quarterly reporting system that General Motors
began using last year and that Ford started using at the beginning of Mind you, this comes at a
time when consumers are being told that no one wants cars â€” especially big cars â€” rather
than an SUV. Octane Edition adds unique wheels, stripes, badges and interior bits, giving the
Hellcat Charger Octane Edition a modified appearance inside and out. Patrick Rall reports for
Torque News. The wheels included in the package arguably improve performance, but all-in-all,
this is an appearance package, so the Charger fans who are eagerly awaiting similar power to
the Challenger will have to keep on waiting. However, any Hellcat Charger fans who want to buy
a horsepower super sedan with a menacing, aftermarket look â€” the new Octane Edition might
be perfect. The package then adds full-length satin black center stripe with Octane Red accents,
black exterior badges from front to rear, a satin black rear spoiler, Octane Red Brembo brake
calipers and 20x9. These wheels have knurled beads to help prevent the tires from slipping on
the rim under hard acceleration, leading to better launches at the track. On the inside, the
Octane Edition Charger Hellcat features SRT Performance seats with a Houndstooth insert that
has never been offered for the supercharged sedan, along with a Hellcat logo embroidered on
the seat back and red accent stitching on the body of the seats. That red stitching is continued
throughout the cabin while a black-on-black instrument panel badge, gloss black interior
accents and red seat belts finish out the package. Of course, those package features are in
addition to all of the key aspects of the Hellcat Charger, such as the 6. Parts for Sale. Vehicles
for Sale. Pcm - 6. All times are GMT The time now is AM. Copyright LxForums. Not a member
yet? Register Now! The First Look According to our friends at Allpar, pictures of what appear to
be Hellcat Charger Widebody test cars clad in unique SRT camouflage turned up online over the
weekend, along with what appears to be an FCA graphic detailing the features of the widened
muscle sedan. Those pictures were followed by video of one of these cars cruising through
traffic in Metro Detroit and that video has been met with messages from a handful of other
people who have seen these cars it could be the same car, but we know that there is more than
one that looks exactly like this. Click here for a look at the Instagram video of the Charger
Widebody on the move. In other words, Dodge is seemingly putting the widebody Charger out
there for the world to see, although the flashy SRT camo does a good job of hiding the lines a
bit. That being said, there is no question that this is the body of a Hellcat Charger with unique
wheels and an unmistakable widened body. I reached out to FCA to see if they had any input on
this mysterious machine. This includes the electronic power steering system, a uniquely-tuned
suspension setup, 20xinch wheels wrapped in wide rubber and, of course, the widebody
package. That includes the flares over all four wheels, along with a widened front and rear
fascia. As an interesting note, the wheels on the Charger in the Instagram video do not appear
to be the same wheels as the rollers on the Challenger Hellcat Widebody, so perhaps the
widebody cars will get new wheels. Of course, we should point out that the original source of
this graphic is unknown, so for all we know, it could have been made up by a bored kid, but it
certainly looks like the kind of graphic that would be used by FCA or a supplier in a Dodge
Charger Sales Climb as First Post? We LX come! Make your big introduction here. Newb from
Vancouver, WA. This is our grassroots effort to make April 26th get it?? National Hemi Day.
Come on in and wish your favorite engine happy 50th! Black Ghost Hemi Go straight to the
source! Live discussions with SRT Engineers. Answering your questions about your SRT
vehicles! Set up meets or announce events. Meet fellow members and get to know the face
behind the keyboard. Also see our Regional Forums for local get-togethers! Any Car clubs or
meets in SLO County. Look in here for individual LX Car Club forums in your area! This Old
House The largest database of LX knowledge on the internet! Great Customer Service Have a
topic that isn't Magnum, Charger or specific? Applies to either? Talk about the - LX cars here.
Discuss the Dodge Charger in here. Discuss the and up Dodge Charger in here. Extreme
shaking at 45 to 60mph. Charger Scat Pack picture Discuss the and up Dodge Charger Hellcat in
here. Pic Request Discuss the to Dodge Challenger. Front strut question. Discuss the and
beyond Dodge Challenger. Dodge is going Electric now? Discuss the Beast that is the Dodge
Challenger Hellcat. Hellcat Amish style. Discuss it with him here. Baby red eye. Discuss the Dodge Magnum in here. Bearings in strut mount? Discuss the - Chrysler in here. Discuss the to
Chrysler in here. New Tire recommendations for Who said Jeep's could only be fun off-road? A

forum for owners of 1st Gen V6 equipped LX vehicles. Looking for a specific part Discussion for
the 5. Unleash the Kraken!! Hellcats on car thieves wish Resto mods can turn your cruiser into a
beast My latest bad decision. Latest parts and performance modifications and tips from the Scat
Pack. Are you ready to run with the Pack? Long Tube Headers and False Discuss nitrous,
superchargers, turbos and related systems. More power! Discussion forum for tuning your
vehicle! Any aftermarket alarm systems Discuss mods or enhancements to your powerplant or
exhaust system. Includes aftermarket air intakes, exhaust, etc.. Spark plugs for a 6. Discuss
mods or enhancements for everything from the flywheel back. Autos, manuals, driveshafts,
gears, diffs, etc Discuss tires, wheels and suspension kits lowering, etc. Includes AWD and
towing options. Forum specifically for LX vehicles that drive all four wheels! Full time to part
time Discuss any misc mods you have on your LX. Wax on Wax off Discuss how you keep your
LX shiny and clean Let everyone know your techniques and tips! Which Fallout Remover is Best
Manton Pushrods versatility in engineering, design and manufacturing, results in the best
engineered solutions possible! Thread for when you hit a new Do you take your Lx to a
sanctioned Road Course? Discuss your setup, your tactics and your races here! Discussions
that involve street racing are not permitted! Do your performance mods really do what they are
advertised to do? We test 'em out and give you the unbiased truth! All results from past,
present and future "Mods Face Off" challenges will be posted here! Catch can? Your Off-Topic
Playland. If it doesn't fit in any other forum, chances are it won't fit anywhere Song Title Game.
Got a great Photoshop, 3D Rendering or video? Post it here. Graphic gurus can also fulfill
requests for images from the not-so-artistically inclined. Jack O Lantern:. A place for our folks
in uniform to hang out! In the military or a Law Enforcement Officer, this is for you! Any fellow
blue in the DMV? RIP SensFan. Got a part you want to sell or looking for a part? Want to trade
for something? Post it in here! If you have a car or truck you are selling, post it in here! Got
something you want to get rid of that is not car-related? Post it up here, your trash is someone
else's treasure! Hellcat Patches! Looking for a car or truck? Post your WTB's here. No Sales
posts in this forum! Use this for Buy, Sell or Trade for all things to or from the Canadian market.
Tracy Lewis catch can. Having technical problems with the forum? Can we make the site any
better? Have a suggestion? Let us know. Testing Grounds -. Message notifications not Spot for
approved vendors to offer group buys and member deals. If you are not an approved vendor,
your posts will be deleted. Interested in advertising on LXForums? Click Here to request our
Vendor Information! At 3gCustomz, we are a one-stop mod shop that will supply all of your
aftermarket needs! This place still open??? AAC - bringing automotive modifications to the next
level!!! Active Exhaust- Theory of No job is too big or too small! DSS Hellcat Challenger We are
committed to listening to your needs and making recommendations that fit your budget, goals
and timeline. Working on the LX platform since and the LC since with over builds. DSS
driveshaft order. Exhaust Specialist. High quality American-made suspension components for
classic and late model American muscle! Chassis Jacking Rails for For Enthusiasts by
Enthusiasts. In business for over 25 years offering the largest selection of performance parts
and accessories! For nearly 20 years we've had the privilege to serve thousands of enthusiasts
who continue to come back time and again. Aftermarket aerodynamics. High performance and
outstanding technology combined. Demon Style Hood. Your number one racing and
performance resource! Save on Whipple at Complete The true voice in performance! Premium,
drone-free exhaust systems. CORSA will be offering a The makers of parts you never knew you
needed! New product: Solid adjustable Specialize in designing and hand making custom
exterior body parts for Magnums and Chargers! Unleash the Beast!!! Demon Performance
Trackhawk Upgrade to Trinity 2 EX Full service performance shop with custom tuning. All wheel
drive dyno!! Everything from factory replacement parts to outrageous builds Established to help
car enthusiast build their dream vehicles. Happy new years!!!! Mopar Parts through unrivaled
customer service and a dedication to excellence! Original replica wheel company!! Industry
leader offering more styles and sizes for cars, trucks and SUVs! Staggered Bronze FR77 on
Supercharger Kits Now These Halo's are Awesome Out mission is simple. The best products
and service to our customers at the lowest prices possible. Driveshaft for A8 Challenger
Perfectionists in the relentless pursuit of the ideal balance between you, your car and your
modifications! TCM Tuning for your Nag Aftermarket performance parts and accessories.
Presidents' Day Sale. Don't let a stock computer slow you down. Tune it with VCM Suite! The
most complete, cost effective tuning and data acquisition solutions for enthusiasts and
professional shops! Industry leader in Gen III Hemi performance with camshafts, cylinder
heads, ground up engine builds and custom tuning. Call or email today! Are you guys still
active? High performance illuminated glass products! Unique, quality intakes with smooth
finishes inside and out! LMI True Numbers. The world leader in performance cooling products.
We specialize in everything cooling; from performance aluminum radiators and intercoolers, to

oil coolers and intakes. Avoid Mishimoto. New publication focused exclusively on late model
Mopar vehicles! Setting the standards for quality builds, proven products and unparalleled
customer service! Modern Muscle Deal of the Our focus is simple - we tune cars! Whether your
tuning needs are for the street, track or land speed racing we can help. P - Intermittent Crank
Special shipping offer from Superior quality, customer service, honesty, consistency, and
competitive pricing High quality stainless steel exhaust kit manufacturer utilizing tomorrows
technology today! Solo Performance Price Bringing the speed of life within your reach! New
Tubular K-Member Now The ultimate source for all of your suspension needs! Two decades of
wheel manufacturing experience with an emphasis on customer service. Built in the USA with
only the highest quality aluminum. Widebody Scatpak tucking the Custom air suspension
designed and engineered for your LX with their patiented air spring technology! Accuair E-Level
Ride Height Installing the new PS Fully customized, made-to-order line of multi-peice luxury
forged wheels! USW in Business? The performance AND technology leader in aftermarket
supercharging! Vortech V-7 Ysi doing what it High quality, light weight, one-piece wheels with a
multi-piece look! Official Non- LX Platform Timeslips Advanced Search. Random Garage
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